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... dont panic ...find a good book.
our take on a mid century folding easy chair for inside and out
brushed 304 stainless steel tube
all stainless steel fittings.
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durable waxed poly cotton canvas stitched by local saddle makers

• hope •
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About FINNE Architects - Page 78
Raised in the United States and Norway,
Nils Finne established FINNE Architects
in Seattle in order to bring a Scandinavian
understanding of craft and landscape
to the Pacific Northwest. The firm has
practiced smart sustainable design
for twenty-five years, designing new
custom homes and renovation projects
in Washington, Oregon, California,

FALCON

ALBATROSS

Michigan,
Massachusetts,
Virginia,
Rhode Island, and Norway. FINNE is a
member of the Green Building Council.
Dedicated to the idea of Crafted
Modernism, Nils Finne typically designs
custom lighting, furniture, cabinets, and
hardware for every project. FINNE has
produced more than 80 pieces of custom
fabrications, which are also sold as standalone items.
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TRADE WINDS

Exclusive Vintage Lighting
Concor starts work on fast-track student block

L

eading

black-owned
contractor
Concor is hard at work on the latest
student accommodation project in
Braamfontein, Johannesburg - a muchneeded contribution to the national
shortage of these facilities.
The Groove, a substantial 13-storey
development, will provide space for 899

students, and is conveniently located
just opposite the South Gate of Wits
University. Concor is working with
developer Growthpoint Properties, who
in turn is operating on behalf of Durbanbased fund manager Vulindlela.
In addition to the new build, the
project is also repurposing some of the

existing buildings on the site where the
old Doves & Kloppers funeral parlour
became a familiar landmark on the busy
Enoch Sontonga Avenue. These existing
buildings will provide additional services
and utilities for student residents.
The fast track venture is scheduled for
completion in just 12 months, according
to Concor site agent MacDonald Ngobese,
and began in November 2021.
“Concor has a well-established
reputation for delivering complex projects
speedily and on budget, while still being
highly competitive in terms of costing,”
says Ngobese, “This places us in a strong
position to win projects like this.”
He notes that the successful completion
of fast track projects relies on having a
highly skilled and experienced core team
on site, to closely manage subcontractors
and to keep strictly to the construction
programme. This also requires constant
and in-depth communication with
all stakeholders, from the client to
operational partners and local authorities.
“The scope of the work includes full
fit-out, right through to joinery,” he
says. “Among the challenges is the very
constricted work environment, as the site
borders busy urban roads and the M1
highway.”
Two of Concor’s tower cranes have been
erected on site to help deal with space
constraints and to expedite the movement
of materials in the interests of a fast pace of
construction. While one crane is working
13 hours a day on production work, the
second is speeding up the off-loading and
dw
placement of material deliveries.
www.concor.co.za
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Height: 2080 mm, Length: 840 mm, Width: 750 mm
Price: R65 000

Name: Dive Deep
Dive as deep as you can. Hold your breath and prepare for the deepest dive yet. This dive will take
you to a place unknown to most. It will take you to a place of peace, security and happiness. Dive
deep into quality, honesty, truth and love. Dive in deep…
View our light collection via our website:
www.stadl.co.za or call 084 205 7458

@stadlart

stadl_art
dw • Issue 251
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Proud distributor of
International brand,
Origin Wallpaper

TRADE WINDS

www.stuartgrahamfabrics.co.za

Exterior

DJ Fresh

Co.fi
Where good food and great company meet

T

he past two years in isolation
has made many yearn for the
normality they once enjoyed.
Breakfast with your friends, lunches with
the family, dinner with your significant
other and a night out on the town every
now and then - not at home! We want
to reclaim our freedom to associate and
socialise, let our hair in and unwind in
the spaces we choose with the company
of our liking.
The cosmopolitan dining and
upmarket lounge of Co.fi promises this
and more, having opened the doors of
its fourth branch in Midrand on the 28th
of January 2022. They have created an
atmosphere that tailors to the need for

Interior

people to express themselves casually,
socially and professionally, in an
aesthetically appealing atmosphere with
multiple dedicated spaces that appeal to
a variety of consumers.
Co.fi Midrand comprises of three bar
areas (the most of all its locations) and a
fusion of new, as well as elements from its
other locations. They have struck a balance
between maintaining their signature look,
blending this with offerings that cater
to an upmarket clientele, such as the
introduction of a ‘Pink Room’, which is
their first ever wine cellar and sushi on
their appetising menu.
It has, however, not been without
challenges to create this dedicated space
in the gateway to Johannesburg. The
pandemic has had a huge impact on the
restaurant and entertainment industry,
and sustainability has been a core focus
of businesses such as Co.fi. This involves
being flexible while retaining the brand's
well recognised identity and bringing a
fresh product to an ever-changing market.

This is reflected in the interior design,
which consists of the traditional Co.fi
colour scheme (grey, gold, black and
white) and the introduction of green, pink
and blue to create an exquisite sensory
experience. The director of Co.fi stated
that “we are able to adapt to the changes
that have taken places in the past two
years in the restaurant industry, what we
did a few years back is not happening now
we are actually changing with time”.
Co.fi continues to solidify its foothold
in the restaurant and entertainment
industry. Its latest location promises to
cater to the needs of a diverse clientele
and become a hub where good food and
great company meet. A larger location
means that there is more space for those
who want to escape the hustle and bustle
of the city life, to do so without worrying
about social distancing and focus more
on appreciating the ambiance Co.fi has to
dw
offer.

New Wallpaper
Luxury Skins

www.cofi.co.za

VIP Lounge
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UNTAMED LUXURY

IN SEARCH OF PURRFECT LUXURY
Everyone, including tigers, seems to know
luxury when they feel it. But what is luxury?
We decided to investigate but, as it was late,
we thought a bed would be a good place to
start.
There are many bed brands in South Africa,
some of which claim to be luxurious, but
which one would help us find the answer?
Our investigation required many hours of
dedicated research under a blanket of secrecy,
often working through the night. We tested
beds that were firm, medium and plush. We
even tried extra plush. Most of the time, while
the beds were often comfortable, we couldn’t
really call them luxurious. We were in the
dark. And the question was keeping us awake
at night.
Then we tried out the new Slumberland
range, and that’s when our research fell apart,
because no matter how often we lay in bed to

ponder the question, we kept falling asleep.
Not ones to give up so easily, we spent many
nights on a Slumberland, and were prepared
to spend many more.
To shed light on the subject, we spoke to the
folk who make Slumberland, and learned that
their formula for luxury was to combine a
‘no-partner-disturb’ adaptive spring system
that provides support where it’s most needed,
eco and health-friendly fillings, and superrestful fine fabrics.
It all made sense, but the ingredients to
luxury don’t provide a definition for luxury.
So, we slept on it some more. Until, finally,
we had the answer: When it comes to beds,
Slumberland is the definition of luxury.
Slumberland truly is ‘the most comfortable
place in the world.’ Tigers know that, and
now, thanks to our investigation, you do too.
It’s purrfect.

SlumberlandSA
14
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KSA

KSA update

S

tone and Surface Fabricators are
a vital part of the kitchen industry
value chain. They are responsible
for one of the more expensive elements
of a kitchen, and knowing that your
fabricator is in good standing, well
trained and professionally tooled is vital.
As such we will be focusing most of our
energies in 2022 on the stone and surface
fabrication industry, looking to develop
our own Stone and Surface Fabricators
Forum at the same time.
Integral to this has been the
development of our own Stone and
Surface fabrication and installation
guidelines and best practice for the
industry. This booklet outlines the
best practice of acceptable fabrication
and installation methods for granite,
marble, sintered surfacing and quartz
surfacing. The basis of the document
was derived from the Marble Institute of
America who kindly gave us permission
to adapt their best practices to a South
African standard. The Marble Institute
of America is a highly respected
international organisation in the stone
industry, and having their document as
the base of our own brings it enhanced
credibility. The booklet is available for
download on the KSA website, and will
be used as a base in the event of a dispute
with any KSA registered fabricator, and
to educate both consumers and industry
professionals as to what can and can’t be
done with the various materials.
We have been working closely
with our supplier members that
supply material and hardware to the
fabricators.
They have committed
themselves to support the KSA’s Stone
and Surface Fabricator’s Forum, and we

18
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are in the process of developing several
initiatives that will be rolled out during
the course of the year. The first of
these is the development of a statement
poster for fabricators and suppliers to
display in their offices and showrooms,
informing consumers about the Forum

and what it means for a company to be
registered with it. It is important that
consumers are protected, and make
informed choices when they select
to work with a fabricator. In using a
fabricator registered with the KSA you
are ensuring that checks and balances

are in place and that there is recourse in
the event of a dispute.
The second of these initiatives is to
roll out a series of training initiatives
presented by the stone and tooling
suppliers.
Continued upskilling is
vital for the growth and stability of the
industry. Not only is it vital to refresh
your skills on well-know materials, it is
also vital to learn about new materials.
The first of these sessions was held in
February in Cape Town, hosted by
ProQuartz and supported by JDA. Ten
sessions were offered in total, with a
focus on learning how to work with
ProQuartz’s new sintered surfacing –
Sapien Stone. It was fantastic to see
the enthusiasm to work with a new
material, and to see how skilled many
of those attending the training were
working purely with hand tools. We
are looking forward to being able to
roll out training in Johannesburg and
Durban as well, offered by a variety of
our suppliers, throughout the year.
Our next steps will be to put together
some online training for kitchen
designers on stone, to ensure they are
kept up to speed on what their clients
need to know when choosing stone
surfacing. We are also looking to host
an event in each region to engage with
fabricators.

The next few months hold some
other exciting events for the KSA. 23
February will see our Western Cape
industry showcase taking place at the
Pinelands Club. This will be the first of
our showcases, with the Gauteng and
Durban events following later in the year.
We will be holding a seminar on
showroom optimisation on 23 March.
Many KSA members have used COVID
as an opportune time to rethink their
showroom spaces. We have seized on
this and asked our own Carmen Howard
to pull on her experience in optimising

retail spaces for groups like Truworths,
Woolworths and Foschini, and to put
together a seminar on how our members
can effectively upgrade their spaces to
make them more engaging to consumers,
and to make them an effective tool in
closing a sale.
Gauteng will be holding their first
product networking evening to be hosted
by Roco Fittings, Rehau and Sonae
Arauco. This will take place at Roco
dw
Fittings on 17 March.
www.ksa.co.za
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CENTO3 in graphene and non functional wooden prototypes
Photo credit: EGO.M

CENTO3 - the Last Project by Achille Castiglioni
Milano, Italy

G

iovanna and Carlo Castiglioni tell
the story of how they found the
prototypes of this unpublished
project by Achille Castiglioni hidden and
kept behind the big angular mirror in their
father’s studio in Milan. Hidden within the
2012 headquarters of the Fondazione Achille
Castiglioni, the prototypes were the last of his
career, co-signed with architect Gianfranco
Cavaglià: the writing instruments.

CENTO3.E multifunctional art pencil
Photo credit: EGO.M

20
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The wooden prototypes, created
by expert cabinetmaker Pierluigi
Ghianda, replicate the trilobate arched
shape studied by Castiglioni and
Cavaglià that, thanks to its distinctive
ergonomics, represents the true alliance
between mind, hand, and object, as well
as having the particularity of not rolling
on a table (“this aspect seemed of some
interest to us”, recalls Cavaglià with a
smile).
The project was left in a drawer for
many years, as it had not yet found the
indispensable and precise interpretation

of the original design goals, as well as
the investments required for the complex
production of such an unusual chosen
shape. Then, in 2020, Fondazione Achille
Castiglioni and Gianfranco Cavaglià met
EGO.M, a young Italian design studio to
which they entrusted the development,
engineering, and production of the
project, revealed on the date of Achille’s
103rd birthday: February 16th, 2021.
EGO.M contribution – 2020
Respectfully
aware
of
their
responsibility, having ascertained the
basics of the project, its ethos, and
its original intentions from Cavaglià
during a year of collaborative work,
EGO.M focused on the realisation of the
instruments.
During the constant dialogue between
the partners, the project drawings
were carefully analysed, with just three
among the wooden prototypes selected
for production: a mechanical pencil, a
multifunctional art pencil, and a fountain

Three pieces of CENTO3
Photo credit: EGO.M

Photo credit: EGO.M

pen, in pocket version. The selection was
by no means casual, but rather it aligned
with a precise vision for the project: the
mechanical pencil represents the technical
drawing, the multifunctional art pencil
is practical, handy, and appropriate for
many uses, and the fountain pen has been
deliberately chosen in a pocket version to
be more contemporary, unconventional,
and closer to the younger generation.
The rigour, engineering, and structural
development of the collaboration between
EGO.M and architect Cavaglià coexists
in the collection with the sharpness and
irony of every Achille Castiglioni project.
The original features of innovation,
sustainability, respect of quality, and costcontainment that architect Castiglioni
assigned to the project in order to ensure
its wide and democratic accessibility,
have in fact been fully interpreted and
respected by the EGO.M team, given that
those values are embraced at the core of
their philosophy and modus operandi.

that unique shape. It’s interesting to note
that the existence and application of such
a technology has enabled the realisation
of a project left in a drawer up to now
because of production issues.

The 3D printing process is based on
the additive manufacturing technique
that, starting from a blank space, allows
the printer to deposit material only
where necessary, layer by layer, up to the

3 tips 3 writings
Photo credit: EGO.M

3D printing and graphene
Fused Deposition Modelling, a threedimensional printing technique, has
been selected for production due to
versatility which enables it to produce

dw • Issue 251
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top of the object, therefore going into
production without any waste.
In this kind of process, the attention to
materials – so important to the architects,
Castiglioni and Cavaglià – is truly
essential. EGO.M therefore focused its
research on finding something innovative
for the writing world that could also
interpret the fundamentals of the project.
Graphene immediately seemed the right
choice, due to its natural features and
finish, its mechanical properties, and
its colour. Graphene is composed of a
monoatomic layer of carbon and graphite,
made of a carbon layering, so it seemed
appealing to finalise the writing concept
by employing the writing itself as the
principal material: a pencil made of pencil
or better still, made of graphene!
3D printing also leaves a particular
texture on the objects: a trace, like a scar,
that represents value, a sign of authenticity
that certifies the slowness of production
and the uniqueness of each piece. In
addition to being smooth to the touch,
the instruments also have a knurled grip
that allows for more comfort, and thanks
to their pleasant lightness, Cavaglià says
“we considered this an absolutely positive
feature for a writing instrument”.

Photo credit: EGO.M

With this production technique, every
piece is made individually, allowing it to
be referred to as industrial craftsmanship.
The slow creation, the thickness of the
sides, and other important printing
parameters determine the final rigidity of
the object, giving it resistance to impacts.
CENTO3: one name, many meanings
Achille Castiglioni said that “even
naming objects is an act of design”, and
as a result, the title for this collection was
also a matter of study and research.
•
•
•

•
•
•

CENTO3.G pocket fountain pen
Photo credit: EGO.M

3 the designed objects and their
respective writing typologies
3D the production technology
3 the project’s partners – EGO.M,
Fondazione Achille Castiglioni,
Gianfranco Cavaglià
3 the involved generations
3 the fingers that hold the writing
instrument
3 the arches of the trilobate shape

In CENTO3 (103, HUNDRED3) the
redundancy of the number 3 is united with
the three years past the centennial. Achille
would have turned one hundred and three
on February 16th, 2021, the day CENTO3
was first presented to the public.
Collection Datasheet
CENTO3.E – ONE BODY MANY
FUNCTIONS
Multifunction art pencil, with a
trilobate arched shape, made in graphene
filament and aluminum details. Each tool
is individually made by using innovative
additive manufacturing 3D techniques.
•
•
•
•
•

CENTO3 project drawings
Photo credit: EGO.M

•
•

Weight g 23
Price 65 euros.

CENTO3.O - 99% PENCIL
Mechanical pencil, with a trilobate
arched shape, made in graphene filament
and aluminum details.
Each tool is individually made by using
innovative additive manufacturing 3D
techniques.
•
•
•
•
•

3 leads HB 0.7mm included.
Length cm 13.0
Max Ø cm 1.1
Weight g 13.0
Price 50 euros.

dw

www.egoundesign.com/en/ego-progetti/
cento3/

CENTO3.O mechanical pencil
Photo credit: EGO.M

CENTO3.E multifunctional art pencil
Photo credit: EGO.M

Graphite refill Ø 5.5mm included.
Length cm 10.3
Max Ø cm 1.5
Weight g 22
Price 50 euros.

CENTO3.G
–
THE
POCKET
FOUNTAIN PEN
Fountain pen in pocket dimensions, with
a trilobate arched shape, made in graphene
filament and aluminum details. Each tool
is individually made by using innovative
additive manufacturing 3D techniques.
•
•
•
•
•

22
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Black ink cartridge included.
Nib medium, broad, or fine stroke.
Length (closed) cm 10.3
Length (open with cap) cm 13.5
Max Ø cm 1.5

dw • Issue 251
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lighting transforms. 4SPACE designers
seamlessly integrated the architectural
and entertainment lighting with five
distinctive ambient moods, based on the
time of day and desired experience.
Each bar has its own distinctive vibe
and personality and transforms daily into
a chic restaurant where you can dine in
style as the evening draws to a close. As
nighttime falls over the city, the restaurant
becomes an elegant party venue and
after-club bar. Explore the feminine
Champagne bar with its pretty pink décor,
pink terrazzo bar, where bubbly textures
and organic patterns are featured on the
archways and mouldings and printed on
the banquette seating. Four classically
styled chandelier lights ensure a romantic
vibe. The Rum Station is an eccentric tikistyle bar with impressive totem poles,
bamboo accents and vibrant art that
adorns the walls.
Retro Gin Point and Vodka Lane’s
entertainment is centred around an
oversized disco ball that’s centred in

4SPACE designers and world-class mixologists create the
extraordinary nine-bar dine and entertainment venue PAPA Dubai

P

APA Dubai is an exciting 1,580
square
metre
entertainment
destination in the vibrant Atrium
complex, the dining and entertainment
epicentre of riverside Al Habtoor City.
Comfort and soul food are at the heart of
the dining experience that takes visitors
from evening to the early hours. Worldrespected bartending figures from Dubai
and Moscow partnered with 4SPACE to
create nine glorious bars and mixology
concepts like no other.
The last decade has seen 4SPACE
blossom and become recognised as one
of the finest interior design firms in
the region. They are renowned across
the GCC for intentionally disrupting
interior design concepts and providing
unique, well-considered and memorable
entertainment spaces throughout Dubai,
the rest of the United Arab Emirates and
further afield in the Middle East. The
latest extraordinary nine bar concept in
the vast riverside Al Habtoor dining and
entertainment complex is no different.
4SPACE was challenged with an extensive
brief to create an urban playground that
serves world-class cuisine and cocktails to
irresistible beats.

24
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4SPACE partnered with the world's
finest mixologists from Dubai and Moscow
to create an exclusive transformational
venue. PAPA's seamlessly shifts from
a sophisticated and immersive dining
experience to a chic after-party venue
with DJs and entertainment as the
evening moves to night. Guests will enjoy
the new sensory-driven experience as
PAPA’s hosts some of the world's most
courageous bartenders, vying to show off
their avant-garde skills each day. PAPA’s
vibe shifts throughout the evening as the
energies rise from an after work chillout
to an all-night party atmosphere.
PAPA’s has nine very distinctive bars,
each with different offerings. The total
space is made up of little 'boulevards',
including the Rum Station, Champagne
Avenue, Gin Point and Vodka Lane,
Tequila Road, Sake Alley, Whiskey
Square and the VIP Lounge. It’s got a
cohesive village feel, with archways in
different finishings used throughout
the expansive space to allow a unified
design between each of the bars. The
monochromatic colour approach allows
a seamless transition between each
distinctive bar. As the tempo picks up, the

dw • Issue 251
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the arched ceiling. Black and silky steel
colours are throughout the bar with black
and white terrazzo highlighted features.
Bold UV graffiti have been painted on
the mesh screens. To continue the slightly
masculine feel, the whiskey bar has rich
art deco styling, onyx accents and moody
lighting. You enter this standalone bar
through an imposing arched entry. The
Japanese sake bar is cleverly designed
around the ancient Japanese Kumiki
joinery method which is accentuated
with brick fascias that are stabbed for
texture and filled with plaster. The subtle
lighting represents a peaceful zen garden
and reflecs circular patterns on the floor.
Striking artwork and graffiti line the walls.
The Wine Court is designed as a wellstocked wine cellar with four prominent
arches and an oversized mirror that reflects
the arches into nine. Terracotta lines the
walls and the floors whilst the statement
arched ceiling is a mixture of bricks and
mirrors. Tequila Road and Mezcal Street
are designed to capture the spirit of South
America with ‘day of the dead’ sugar skulls
centred in the archway, brightly coloured
terrazzo for the counter and graffiti
artwork on the walls. The lighting design is
a nod to the Mexican sombrero.
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COMMERCIAL
INTERIOR
The VIP Lounge is the final destination
of the night; it’s eccentric, opulent and
has an enormous arch with distinctive
copper mesh walls, lavish black marble
floors and lounge seating. The DJ booth
has state-of-the-art lighting and circular
kinetic mirrors for party appeal. Even the
toilets are Instagram-worthy with circular
installations, stretched mannequin legs
dw
and fun house-style mirrors.

At The Office

www.4space.ae
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AT THE OFFICE

Workspace
Home Sweet Home,
by Stienie Greyling
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W

hen the American John
Howard Payne wrote these
lines for a song in 1823, he
definitely could not have dreamed of
the change that the workspace would
undergo.
The home or apartment generally
should be a place to sleep, live and spend
leisure time – but lately the keyword for
workspace was and in some instances still
is: “Working from Home”.
For many, it was a promising magic
word at the beginning of the Corona
pandemic. Whether as a safe place
against contagion, the place of better
compatibility between family and work
or as an inexpensive alternative to costly
office space.
So, is everything staying the same?
No, because the coexistence of office and
working from home is now established.
The ability to work from home for at
least part of the week will no longer be
in dispute. However, both places of work
need to upgrade in terms of equipment.
Also, people have grown accustomed
to working from the comfort of their
own home, so comfort needs to be a top
priority for the 2022 office, for example,
plush carpeting, comfortable seating,
warm lighting, curtains, indoor plants
and outdoor seating.
For the home, employers will need to
provide furniture and technology to meet
their duty of care to employees outside the
office. The office on the other hand must no

longer, under any circumstances, convey
dreariness and a lack of inspiration. The
more appealing the office space, the more
productive employees are. A good supply
of fresh air and functioning IT equipment
are among the minimum requirements
here.
The office must increasingly
become a place of experience in order to
compete with the home. This means not
only sufficient space for teamwork and
informal exchange, but also a design that
fosters community. Offices of the future

therefore increasingly reflect the culture
and values for which the respective
company stands. The office is no longer
just a workplace, but a place for a tangible
community.
According to the Human Space Global
Report*, well-being and creativity increase
by 15 percent when natural elements are
integrated into the work environment.
Reason then, not to dismiss plants and
natural materials as pretty decoration, but
to make them an integral part of office

planning (Biophilic design). Biophilic
design has been shown to reduce stress,
improve focus and boost creativity.
Literally translated, Biophilia means:
"love of living things".
Whenever plants are integrated into
spaces, not only is the air quality improved,
but also the entire atmosphere. This has
a direct impact on our productivity and
well-being.
A particularly strong connection to
nature is created by biomorphic forms and
patterns as well as materials that establish
a local reference. The aim is to imitate
organic and implicitly natural structures
and to transfer them into the rooms, from
the fabric for the office chairs to the shape
of the lampshades.
Less tangible, on the other hand, is the
design device of the view, which has its
origins in our innate need to look beyond
our surroundings into the distance. For
this reason many architects rely on long
sight lines, windows and balconies.
Such an effect can also be achieved
through interior design, for example
through large scale nature motifs that can
be printed on system partitions.
However, despite all the changes in the
world of work, one fundamental thing has
not changed. People come to the office to
work. To do this employees prefer a space
that is functional, private and suited to
their respective work task and not the one
that simply looks more comfortable.
dw
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Modern Office Fit-up for a High-Tech
Software Development Company
Ottawa, Canada

F

igurr
Architects
Collective
is pleased to announce the
completion of a new corporate
office fit-up for Recollective Inc., a hightech software development company.
This 10,000 ft² modern office project is
located in downtown Ottawa's World
Exchange Plaza office tower. It includes
an open reception area, lounge, cafeteria,
52 individual workstations, a large hightech conference room, four meeting
rooms, and five private offices. The goal
was to create a highly-functional design
that would accommodate the immediate
needs of Recollective Inc.’s current and
growing workforce.
Collaborative Design
The Lake Partnership Inc., a
local general contractor and project
management company specialising in
high-quality custom projects, engaged
Figurr Architects Collective for the
design. This project achieved design
excellence through a highly collaborative
relationship between the tenant,
contractor, and Figurr. Recollective Inc.
was highly involved in the design and
construction and frequently met with
the design team throughout the design
process in order to capture a clear and
cohesive design vision.
Attention to detail was significant for
this project. The World Exchange Plaza’s
structure has a unique geometry that
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AT THE OFFICE
posed some design challenges in creating a
unified space. The contractor understood
the importance of the design intent and
worked with the construction team to
ensure that every detail of the project was
subject to the highest standards. Working
in close collaboration resulted in a space
that suited the unique needs and aesthetic
of the tenant.
As a result of the global pandemic
and the volatility of construction market
economics, the project required a cost
savings approach during the construction
phase. The contractor worked closely with
the architect and tenant to implement
creative construction solutions that
maintained the design intent and kept the
dw
project on time and budget.
Data Sheet
•
Completion Year: 2021
•
Architect:
Figurr
Architects
Collective
•
General Contractor: The Lake
Partnership Inc.
•
Project Manager: Roberto Campos
•
Photo credit: David Boyer

Factors to consider when selecting Blinds for your Office Space

figurr.ca/en

Blind Designs
1) Glare Control
Offices are typically demanding
environments needing glare control.
Modern architecture allows for vast
expanses of glass to be used. It is critical
to understand the relationship of colour
in controlling glare and to use a product
with a measured visual transmittance that
will express the amount of glare, control
you can expect for a specific range and
colour.
2) Heat Control
Heat Control is also paramount, Again
colour plays a critical role, with darker
colours absorbing energy and lighter
colours reflecting it. Minimising the heat
being taken into the building also helps to
contain energy and air conditioning costs.

allow you to go for a very open weave,
maximising your view and strengthening
the connection to the outside
4) Fire Retardant
South
African
regulations
are
selectively applied to projects in terms
of ensuring that window coverings are
fire retardant. However, considering the
devasting risk to a business in the event of
a fire, and the vast amount of budget that
is already spent in providing sprinkler
systems, smoke detection and ventilation.
it would seem logical to ensure that the

blind (which provides the link from the
floor to the ceiling) is fire retardant.
Blind Designs offers a range of products
to meet all the above specific needs.
Our commercial products are all tested
for performance and glare control, and all
certified to be fire retardant (whether US
or British Standards)
We also offer a free sample service that
will allow you to choose fabrics from our
website for a story board or a tender spec and
have them delivered to your home or offices
dw

www.blinddesigns.co.za

3) Aspect
The North, West and South Sides of a
building have very different requirements
in terms of a window covering
A North façade would require a good
all-round product to provide glare and
heat control, a Western façade will need
a product that is able to work extremely
hard and block direct sunlight in the
late afternoon. A Southern façade will
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Leather

Leather
by Stienie Greyling

L

eather
 is widely used in an array of
different products. Book covers,
all kinds of bags, purses, clothes,
upholstery material, shoes, boots, belts
and even wall papers are popular products
in leather used all around the world. The
durability and flexibility of leather makes
it an excellent alternative to other covering
materials. The quality of leather that keeps
cool in summer and warm during winter
makes it the top upholstery material.
Leather obtained from cows, goats,
sheep and pigs, are some obvious sources,
and some rare sources like ostriches and
stingrays can they can have different
finishes and appearances. Depending
on the kind of usage and wear and tear

requirements of the furniture, the type
of leather is chosen. Chairs, sofa sets,
recliners, stools, bean bags, car seats and
cushions are products that use leather
upholstery.
However, the following are commonly
used leather products in furniture
upholstery:
Aniline dyed leather is known to be the
most expensive and of the best quality.
The leather retains the natural texture
with its unique surface characteristics.
The surface being natural is not treated or
coated with pigments and polymers. The
hide and the colour of the aniline leather
is the same throughout i.e. on the back

and on the front. A very thin layer of
coating is added to such leather to prevent
it from damage caused due to spillage
and soiling. The soft, supple comfort of
the leather makes it the most preferred
choice for luxury products. The fact that
it retains the details of the hide makes it
special and hence also derives the name
naked leather because of it. But due to
weak soil resistance, it cannot stand high
wear and tear.
Semi-aniline dyed leather is aniline
hide dyed with pigments. Additional
finishes are also applied to semi-aniline
leather once the dyeing is over. This
gives it the specially required effect, for
instance, an antique finish. Finally, the last
layer of coating gives the leather a matte
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LEATHER

or a glamorous glossy finish. The semianiline leather provides some resistance
to soiling and staining. It also gives a
consistent colour to the product. The
only drawback is that in treating hide with
pigments and adding of a protective layer,
it does not retain the natural markings
and uniqueness found in aniline leather.
Hence semi-aniline may be less natural in
appearance but acquires better wear and
tear resistance.
Protected leather, also referred to
as pigmented leather, is widely used as
upholstery in furniture and cars. This
signifies that it is the most durable kind
of leather. The pigmented or protective
polymer coating on it which consists of
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pigments, makes it resistant to scuffing and
fading. The thickness of the surface coating
decides the durability of the leather.
Top grain leather is usually of two
types: corrected grain and full grain.
Each hide comes with its own markings
and natural scarring. The full grain
leather is just that without any processing
and hence is of the highest quality. While
in corrected grain the scarring is reduced
by buffing or embossing the leather. No
two animals, even of the same breed, have
the same markings, which are usually
caused due to cuts, insect bites, neck
wrinkles and stretch marks. Hence every
piece of leather is unique and is one of a
kind. This makes leather a very attractive

product and the full grain kind extremely
desirable in the industry.
NUBUCK is a kind of aniline leather
which is distressed or buffed for creating
an open nap. The tight fibre structures in
the grain layer make the nap extremely
fine. This kind of leather has a soft and
velvety finish. However, NUBUCK being
the silkiest among all leather, is prone
to scratches, fading and staining. Suede
is one of the most used forms of leather
in furniture, clothing and the fashion
industry. It is used in making luxury
furniture pieces, coats, shoes, boots and
handbags. The texture of the leather can
be identified due to its rough nap finish
and by brushing the hand over the surface
layer of the leather. When brushed in a
certain direction the leather is a darker
colour, while brushed in the opposite
direction of the former, it shows a lighter
shade of the leather.
Antique leather, also popularly
known as distressed leather, is treated
with dyes in order to obtain the aged
appearance. To achieve this effect, the
leather is first dyed in a light colour and
next in a darker colour. Antique leather is
currently extremely popular on all kinds
of furniture.
Leather is undoubtedly the best choice
for furniture upholstery because it lasts
up to five times more than fabrics. It can
resist stains, wear and tear, and spills. The
natural glossiness of the material makes
it more desirable. It is easy to maintain
leather and with time it only becomes
dw
more durable.
References: All about-leather.co.uk and
fibre2fashion.com.

Emmay Trading

L

eather
 is a luxurious, long-lasting,
natural upholstery fabric that
has been around for centuries.
It is loved for its warm feel, beauty,
longevity and is used for a broad range of
applications. Leather has withstood the
test of time, and it fits very well into the
demands of the modern world. Leather's
processing methods have been adapted to
being eco-friendly. In the past, extensive
use of harmful and "dirty" chrome
chemicals was part of the tanning process.
Organic leather is produced in a metalfree, organic tanning process.
Emmay Trading are proud to announce
the introduction of this environmentally
friendly leather to the South African
market, and in this small but significant
way contributing to a cleaner future.
Emmay Trading is a well established
and respected leather importer and
distributor for the South African
domestic, corporate and hospitality
furniture sectors since 2002. Over
the years, Emmay Trading has built
a solid reputation as a supplier of a
comprehensive, unique and quality
range of Italian upholstery leathers.
Over and above the large range of
leather hides it carries in stock in their
Johannesburg warehouse, they have
access to some of the very best tanneries
in Italy – this through the business
owners excellent contacts in his home
country. Being Italian by birth, and able
to converse with his suppliers in their own

language, certainly gives them an added
advantage when negotiating or discussing
the special requirements of their clients.
Emmay Trading supply their leather
hides to a diverse range of projects and
industries, such as major casino projects,
airport lounges, hotels, bespoke restaurant
interiors, corporate interiors, interior
designers, fashion designers as well as
leather for the interior refurbishment of

private jets, helicopters and exotic sports
cars.
No project is deemed too big or too
small for the team at Emmay Leather. Each
project is completed with enthusiasm and
care, understanding that although they
only supply a component in a project, it is
most likely their component that attracts
dw
the most attention and visibility.
www.emmaytrading.co.za
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Forest Friends
A big brown mother bear and her cub strolling
slowly past, a squirrel jumping from tree to
tree escaping the sly fox, and a curious raccoon
stopping by to say hello; these fun forest animals
transform the nursery into a beautiful fairytale
forest. Wander past trees and bushes, listen to
the rustle of the leaves and discover our beautiful
collection Forest Friends! Add a touch of magic
dw
dw
and fantasy into the real world!

2022 is proving to
be a very exciting
year indeed.
Stuart Graham

www.stuartgraham.co.za

W

e have some colourful and
very exciting collections to
introduce you to.
Poker & Supervio, is the newest
member in our best-selling FibreGuard
stable. This vibrant, confident upholstery
collection is a combination of beauty,
power and sophistication. The Poker
design is the more robust of the two
designs in looks, and is available in
an astounding 27 colours. This 100%
polyester chenille has a soft subtle texture
and ticks every box in terms of quality
and tactile indulgence.
Supervio is a super soft velvet with a
fabulous matt finish, and comes in 26
sumptuous shades.
These durable FibreGuard designs are
not only stain-free but also anti-microbial,
anti-bacterial as well as odour and mildew
resistant – which we are sure you’ll agree
is a must as we come to the end of the
fourth wave. These designs also rank very
highly in the technical specs department,
hitting 100,000 rubs in addition to all of
the above. Poker & Supervio are produced
in mills that are certified to the ISO 14001
standard, meaning that the production
operations are continuously improved
to reduce the environmental impact of
manufacturing textiles.
Next up is the sensory treat that is
Majestic & Fabulosa! Having very
successfully introduced you to the Instinct
collection a few years back, Majestic &
Fabulosa are a welcome extension to
this ever-growing genre of dimensional
jacquards.
This collection boasts 14 design options
and over 50 colourways, which ensures
that the overall look and feel is a riot of
textures and fascinating finishes, from
smooth to rough, bold to gentle, lattice
work, geological graphics and fabulous
3D effects on a beautiful rich satin
background.
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Poker & Supervio

Majestic & Fabulosa!
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Animal Attraction, Bison

Hertex releases new
collection of vinyls

I

n a world where product longevity is
increasingly valued, exceptionally durable
vinyl is having a moment in the sun.
Just launched, Animal Attraction by
Hertex has the look of leather, sans the
price tag or concern about the material’s
origin. This superior faux-leather range
comes in eight authentic shades, and
features a washed, textured appearance
that rivals the real thing.
Javan (145cm wide) works well with
any type of upholstery, but is particularly
suitable for oversized modular pieces,

while Bison (143cm) boasts a range of
neutral colours and up-to-the-minute
shades, a full-grain “hide” and is equally
versatile for upholstery applications.
Both designs are made of 100%
polyester, are waterproof, dustproof
and oil repellent, and feature a 50 000
Martindale rub count, making them
an excellent choice for commercial
applications.
Other Hertex collections that are sure
to attract attention are Las Vegas and
Pizzazz.

Animal Attraction, Javan in Tan

With its stylish shades and textures,
Las Vegas is a sure bet when it comes
to durable décor. Elvis is a newgeneration product that comes in nine
fashion-forward colours. Made of 100%
polyester, it offers an even temperature
and is completely breathable. Skywalker
is available in 10 traditional leather
colourways and has a Martindale score
of 40 000 rubs, so it is excellent for both
domestic and commercial use.
Pizzazz is the ultimate highperformance vinyl collection, with nine
glamorous designs available in a wide

variety of colours and textures crafted to
suit every style and specification. Smooth
and Phalaborwa are glossy and practical,
while Musina has a more authentic
leather look and a suede-like feel that
imparts flexibility and comfort. The
similarly suede-like Sundance delivers
particularly higher rubs and superior
quality; chic and durable Mesmerise has
an embossed reptilian quality; and the
strikingly textured Polokwane is available
dw
in a trendy colourway, Peacock.
www.hertex.co.za

Las Vegas
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House & Haven

H

ouse & Haven is a brand
synonymous
with
luxury.
Over the past 25 years we have
dedicated ourselves to providing an
interior design experience like no other.
Our qualified decorators and designers
can help you create a timeless style that
is unique to you embodying your vision,
while bringing comfort and elegance
into a functional space that fits with your
particular lifestyle. We provide a very
tailored and personal service to each client,
based on the client's brief and particular
needs. Each client has a very specific vision
that we endeavour to bring to life.
Our four showrooms each boast a
broad and deep range of furniture, accent
pieces and decor accessories that can
satisfy all styles and tastes. Our locally
based design house and manufacturing
facility uses imported materials and fabric
as well as A-grade leathers to meticulously

Colour Tricks

handcraft bespoke living room furniture,
bedroom suites and dining suites, office
furniture and cinema room pieces as well
as exclusive custom cabinetry.
House & Haven is for the discerning
individual with a refined sense of style.
We are able to provide a turnkey solution.
Our stores carry a variety of high end,
extremely luxurious Italian brands which

include Gorini, Saporini, Italia Lounge and
Tonin Casa. These particular brands have
been carefully selected because their pieces
are made to last, made to be lived on, they
have soul and character and all have a
story to tell. Every aspect in the creation of
each piece from design conceptualisation,
to carpentry, sewing and upholstering is
crafted by local artisans in Italy. They have
the perfect marriage of quality and luxury
exclusive to House & Haven.
You will find our signature pieces in
luxury hotels, offices and homes all over
Southern Africa as well as abroad.
Our vast collection can be viewed
at our two showrooms in Kramerville
(H&H and Privé) as well as our Fourways
and Brooklyn Mall, Pretoria showrooms.
Please get in touch with us below or
visit us for a free consultation in store.
Alternatively, you could browse our
website, Instagram or facebook pages to
view our pieces and explore our interior
dw
design services.
www.houseandhaven.com
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Colour Tricks
by Stienie Greyling

T

he Pantone Colour of the year
is a new shade, Very Peri, a blue
colour with a vivifying violet red
undertone.
According to Laurie Pressman, the vice
president of the Pantone Colour Institute,
‘It is a colour that really places the future
ahead in a new light’.
Executive director at the Pantone
Colour Institute Leatrice Eiseman says: ‘As
we move into a world of unprecedented
change, the selection of PANTONE 173938 Very Peri brings a novel perspective
and vision of the trusted and beloved blue
colour family. Very Peri also appears in a
lot of beauty and fashion trend forecasts.
For several years now, ever since
COVID has kept us socially distanced
and working from home, the colours
driving the world of interior design have
been in the blue and green range. Experts
say, ‘We yearn for their soothing calm
and reminders of nature’. We want our
surroundings to evoke the forest, the sea,
misty summer mornings, lush green fields
and sunny blue skies.
But what does this mean for future
decorating ideas? We are about to see
a refreshing sense of playfulness in
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homes. This can mean anything from
the experimentation of unusual colour
combinations to the introduction of a
bold colour statement piece in a scheme.
Very Peri is suited to an array of
different materials, textures and finishes,
Pantone explains. They add how the
shade will provide a ‘pop of colour’ when
incorporated through a painted wall,
accent furniture or piece of décor. It will
act as an intriguing and eye-catching
accent in a pattern.
While navy may have lost its appeal
amongst designers, another blue colour
has emerged in its place: Cobalt. This
top ranking tone is expected to be the
most popular colour for 2022 and it is
anticipated it will reset interior design
trends for months ahead. Cobalt blue
will liven up a scheme – whether it is
interpreted through small accessories
(such as blue and white Chinese
porcelain) or a statement wall. It is expect
this colour will dominate colour habits for
many seasons to come.

The light and airy blue is a departure from the
subtle green colour trends that have dominated 2021.
The paint shade has been designed as a breath of fresh
air for a home, the shot of sky blue optimism.
However, it has another clever use according to
Marianne Shillingford, Creative Director of Dulux –
making a small bedroom look bigger. A surprising
but stunning colour pairing for Bright Skies is red
and orange.
This mellow light blue may certainly seem familiar
depending on where and at what time of the day one
looks at the sky, one might well expect to catch a
dw
glimpse of a similar colour.

Dulux colour of the year 2022, Bright
Skies, has become the next big colour to
know about.
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Coastal hues are the
inspiration for
Plascon’s autumn
colour palette
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T

he transition from summer to
autumn is typically infused with
nostalgia for long, carefree beach
days – but you need not say farewell to the
freedom and expansiveness of the holiday
season just yet.
Plascon’s Colour Advice team has
devised an autumn palette of expressive
blues, rich reds and shell-tinted pinks

that will help you to shore up memories
of beach walks, cliff-path discoveries, and
mysterious tidal pools. The new seasonal
colour collection has been dubbed the
Coastal palette.
The rich, inky depths of Plascon Moody
Blue (108) and the mid-tone aquatic
Plascon Azurbeen (B1-C1-4) bring the
timelessness of coastal light to mind,

while the light green/blue cast of Plascon
Feathery (105) is reminiscent of sea mist
and summer pleasures, bringing a softer
touch to your walls. These evocative
hues will do wonders for your living
spaces, whether you want to recreate an
underwater cave or imagine a life on the
ocean waves.
The marine hues are complemented by
Plascon Hot Terracotta (R5-C1-1) - which
delivers a powerful enveloping accent and tonal partner Plascon Walnut Spice
(02-C2-2). Recalling sunsets and sea
creatures, the warm pink hues lend a note

of sensuality to the tranquil palette. The
interplay of light and dark shades mimics
changeable coastal moods.
Plascon Head of Marketing, Suvasin
Moodley, shares some tips on how to
use this palette: “Coastal brings both
warm and cool elements into your home;
cocoon in a rosy-hued living room
or turn your bedroom into a seaside
sanctuary with the richness, ease and
dreaminess of this versatile palette,” he
dw
says.
www.plascon.co.za
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Rastelli for Villani House

S

an Frediano, in the Oltrarno area,
is one of the coolest and most
fascinating neighbourhoods of
Florence. Historic artisan workshops and
trendy places run along its network of
narrow streets and sidewalks, creating a
lively, fresh, eclectic atmosphere. Besides
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the most genuine and traditional spirit of
the city, you can also capture the young
and trendy mood. Right here, in Via
Villani, in a historic building that dates
back to the early 1900s, the scenographer
and designer Erica Briani Pereyra directed
the renovation works of an apartment

of 180 square metres, overlooking the
charming square Piazza San Francesco di
Paola on one side, and the Convent of the
Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy on the other
side.
By imagining the architectural project
and the furnishing choices for her home-

studio, Erica Briani Pereyra has been
inspired by contemporary art and the
colours of Le Corbusier. Wishing to
preserve some of the most historical,
original, and therefore characteristic
elements of the apartment, she succeeded
in enhancing them by playing with the
use of colour. Especially in the kitchen,
bright and vibrant tones create a pleasant
and harmonious contrast with traditional
furnishing elements, almost vintage, thus
enhancing the essential style of the R1
kitchen, a model designed by the architect
Ulisse Narcisi for Rastelli.
R1 is a ‘kitchen-system’ designed to fit
any need. Extremely linear and rigorous
volumes can always be customised thanks
to countless elements, accessories, and
a wide range of colours and finishes, as
shown in the composition made for the
Villani home.
It is designed as a wall L shaped kitchen
featuring base and wall cabinets, tall
appliance housing units, the sink, the
hobs, and finally a large worktop. The
central kitchen island, besides offering
additional storage space, becomes a
gathering place and can be also used as

a snack bar. What is surprising, however,
is the use of colour, specially chosen to
create original contrasts: while the matt
light grey finish was chosen for the wall
and tall cabinet doors, the base cabinets
are in a golden yellow finish, which also
reappears on the tall unit side panels. The

island, on the other hand, features doors
in a red-orange finish.
Bright colours also stand out in other
areas of the kitchen: the back panel and
part of the floor is blue, while a decorative
pattern in yellow surrounds the window,
accentuating the light that passes through
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Fabcote
it. Moreover, consistent with the game
of contrasts, retro-flavoured elements
combine with the R1 minimal style, such
as the plate rack with a traditional taste
and a finely restored antique table.
R1 thus fits into the historical context
of the Villani home in its most colourful
guise, ‘breaking’ the rigour of the
apartment and its own lines thanks
to warm and embracing shades. A
customised project, with attention to
every detail, which shows once again
dw
Rastelli’s productive flexibility.
www.rastellidesign.it

Wall coverings

F

abcote continues to adorn your
walls in soft textile luxury by
converting beautiful fabrics to
order into a bespoke wallcovering chosen
by you the designer.
Endless printed patterns or textured
plains of linen, suede, cotton or velvet –
the choice is yours!
Just imagine, dream and then wrap
your space with warmth and softness.
Not enough choice?
Fabcote is the distributor of Phillip
Jeffries America – the pre-eminent
global supplier of luxury high design
wallcoverings. Stocking more than one

million metres in New Jersey and with at least 20 showrooms in America
alone, Phillip Jeffries has a global footprint.
The collection of Phillip Jeffries Natural, Textured, Speciality
Wallcoverings encompasses everything from Grasscloth, Japanese Paper
Weaves, Textile, Prints, Contract Vinyl through to Wood Veneers and
Digital Mural Prints.
With their own design studios and more than a thousand colourways,
Phillip Jeffries continues to launch new products three times annually.
The endless choice is incredible and Fabcote carries the full library of
samples for your convenience.
Fabcote will assist you with estimated quantities, prices and quotations
dw
for any wallcovering you may be considering.
Email: Admin@fabcote.co.za
www.fabcote.co.za
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Announcing the PANTONE color of the
year 2022
PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri, a New Pantone Color Whose
Courageous Presence Encourages Personal
Inventiveness And Creativity.

D

isplaying a carefree confidence
and a daring curiosity that
animates our creative spirit,
inquisitive and intriguing PANTONE
17-3938 Very Peri helps us to embrace
this altered landscape of possibilities,
opening us up to a new vision as we
rewrite our lives. Rekindling gratitude for
some of the qualities that blue represents,
complemented by a new perspective that

resonates today, PANTONE 17-3938 Very
Peri places the future ahead in a new light.
We are living in transformative times.
PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri is a symbol
of the global zeitgeist of the moment
and the transition we are going through.
As we emerge from an intense period of
isolation, our notions and standards are
changing, and our physical and digital lives
have merged in new ways. Digital design
helps us to stretch the limits of reality,
opening the door to a dynamic virtual
world where we can explore and create
new colour possibilities. With trends in
gaming, the expanding popularity of the
metaverse and rising artistic community
in the digital space, PANTONE 17-3938
Very Peri illustrates the fusion of modern
life, and how colour trends in the digital
world are being manifested in the physical
dw
world and vice versa.
www.pantone.com

On the Terrace
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ON THE
TERRACE

Swing alcove
Fresh inspiration for creating refined and attractive seats
dedicated to relaxation.

E

thimo and Patrick Norguet are
expanding the iconic Swing
collection with a new lounge
element: a cosy alcove of enveloping
proportions, intended as a safe haven,
almost poetic in nature, for enjoying the
outdoors in the utmost comfort.
This elegant element of furniture
maintains the wider collection’s features
of quality and comfort, while once
again renewing that distinctive and
unmistakeable architectural play of
repeated elements in natural and pickled
teak; this time with a new stainless steel
frame available in two colourways, Sepia
Black and Warm White, with even higher
performance for outdoor living.
The sliding curtains in soft fabric
define the alcove and mark out its
‘ceiling’, offering protection and shelter
from the sun, and creating a secluded
outdoor setting which is an invitation to
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ON THE
TERRACE

moments of pure relaxation. The alcove
is complemented by a soft mattress
which offers the same support and ease
of a bed, and which has the option of
adding decorative cushions to make it
even more comfortable.
The new ‘architecture’ evokes solidity
and sturdiness while revealing an
unexpected sense of softness and a
striking cocoon effect, for an element
designed to furnish pools, beach clubs, or
the most exclusive beaches.
With the Swing alcove, Ethimo
continues to explore the more intimate,
private dimension of outdoor living, in
an ongoing dialogue between wellness,
nature and design: the compositional
harmony of the Swing alcove establishes
a new relationship between form and
dw
function in open-sky relaxation.
www.ethimo.com
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ALL ABOUT
ART

The Downsview
Wind Rose: In
Collaboration
with Born in the
North and Dept of
Words & Deeds
Toronto, Canada

A

n invigorating

climb to the summit
of Downsview Park’s largest
mound of earth will be rewarded!
On top you’ll find the Downsview
Wind Rose: a dynamic installation that
celebrates the wind, the view, and the
Indigenous connections to this place. This
interactive structure, created by Future
Simple Studio, features a circle of vibrant
blue flags attached to a radial network of
32 square arches, arranged in a compasslike formation that resembles a huge wind
rose.
A wind rose is a time-honoured tool
invented by meteorologists to map the
direction, speed, and frequency of wind
in a specific location. The wind rose for
Downsview, depicted on the concrete
bench at the installation’s centre, is
specific to the Downsview airport,
and shows the local area’s prevailing
northwest winds.
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Where those winds prevail, you’ll find
the jewel of the Downsview Wind Rose:
a set of flags designed by Mi'kmaq artists,
Chris and Greg Mitchell, who lead the
Born in the North design studio. The
work, titled “The Turtle and the Traveller,”
is based on the history of these lands and
the local area. The flags are positioned
at the installation’s northwest, therefore
one is white, representing north on the
medicine wheel, and the other is black,
representing the west.
The white flag depicts a traveller,
indigenous Indigenous people's historic
use of this place as an important route
for trade and travel. The turtle on the
black flag represents the land—Turtle
Island—as well as the local wildlife. Its
shell references a medicine wheel to
highlight traditional teachings. The style
is reminiscent of petroglyphs from the
Eastern Woodlands people.
XOXO Downsview is a celebration
of public art, culture, and local heritage
launched in coordination with Toronto's
Year of Public Art. It involves dynamic
installations, murals, multimedia works,
and an audio walking tour on the
Downsview Lands and in Downsview
Park. The projects highlight local artists,
aim to bring people together, and highlight
the history and potential of Downsview as
a destination and generator of cultural
works.
The project was made possible through
Northcrest Developments and Canada
dw
Lands Company.
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ALL ABOUT
ART

Technical Sheet
•
Project: Windrose
•
Location: Downsview, Toronto,
Ontario
•
Architect: Future Simple Studio
•
Architecture
Team:
Christine
Djerrahian, Ernst van ter Beek,
Martina Di Bacco
•
Artists: Born in the North-Chris and
Greg Mitchell
•
Collaborator: Dept of Words &
Deeds
•
Client: Northcrest Developments
and Canada Lands Company
•
Completion: Fall 2021
•
Photographer: Cinematoscape
www.futuresimple.studio
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ALL ABOUT
ART

The installation "Fragrance with Lotus Flowers" for Japanese Dance
Wins two Awards, BoY Honoree and AMP Best of Best
Tokyo, Japan

T

he installation Fragrance with
Lotus Flowers for Japanese
dance has won two awards, BoY
Honoree and AMP Best of Best.
Design concept
An installation art space for Japanese
dance. The lotus is a sacred flower in
Japan. In Japanese gardens, ponds with
lotus flowers are usually shrouded in a
light mist in the early morning when
the flowers are in bloom. A fog seems to
visualise the fragrance of lotus flowers. In
Japan, fog represents profundity and has
a sacred atmosphere. It is a mist formed
by delicate light and water particles that
catch the light. I tried to design a new
space by objects that have such a vague
appearance.
"Lines" that fill the space. A hazy, misty
existence created by countless "lines".
The "line" has a Japanese beauty, as if it
softly absorbs light, rather than strongly
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repelling it. Over a thousand "lines". By
designing the sparseness of how the lines
come together, a gradation with shades of
transparency is drawn, spreading across
the space. The delicate artwork touches
the light and depicts the vague figure of
light, revealing the existence of the air that
fills the space.
A space that seems to be enveloped in a
rising mist develops Japanese Dance. The
more than 1,000 lines are made of very
thin wooden squares of 4 mm square.
The lines are attached to a delicate lattice,
assembled with metal rods of about 1.0
mm in diameter, and are suspended from
the ceiling. The spatial points, such as
the planar position and height of these
square timbers, are calculated and placed,
one by one, using 3D modeling design
technology to create a fog-like gradation
of light. It follows the way gardeners who
maintain the beauty of Japanese gardens
adjust the density of branches and leaves
by pruning trees, creating gradations
of sparseness, and denseness to design
transparency and depth. The material for
the 4mm square ultra-fine square lumber
is Japanese cypress. In Japan, the Japanese
cypress is considered to be a tree in which
the gods dwell. This material is made
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ALL ABOUT
ART
from the scraps of thinned wood that
protect the cypress forests. As a result,
this installation is a sustainable design
that can be developed in a variety of ways
to suit different spaces by changing the
number of lines and the arrangement of
the lines.
The beauty of Japanese space is designed
and created by the shades of shadow
created by the fragile and weak light. It
is also the Japanese sense of beauty in
space, as discussed by Junichiro Tanizaki
in his "In Praise of Shadows". In other
words, the main theme of Japanese spatial
design is not to design the form itself,
but to design the effect brought about by
the manipulation of the form. We have
inherited that theme as well. Lines pouring
down from the sky gathered in countless
numbers, appearing as a huge mist-like
figure, covering the space. The dancers are
enveloped in a rising fog. The fog gently
catches the light, and the fog changes its
appearance by the light. This envelops the
dancers in light. We were able to create a
space design that resonates with the light
and softly envelops the dancers.
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AMP Architecture MasterPrize 2021
•
Best of Best / Exhibition Category
•
Fragrance with Lotus Flowers at
AMP 2021
Best of Year Awards 2021
•
Honoree / Installation Category
•
Fragrance with Lotus Flowers at BoY
dw
Awards 2021
Technical sheet
•
Project Name: Fragrance with Lotus
Flowers
•
Location: Shibuya-ku,Tokyo,JAPAN
•
Client: EGIKU JAPANESE-DANCE
PRODUCTS
•
Installation Design : NAKAMURA
KAZUNOBU DESIGN-WORKS/
Kazunobu Nakamura
•
Produce & Dancer : Egiku Hanayagi
•
Japanese lute : Reisui Ban
•
Japanese flute : Michiko Fukuhara
•
Shamisen : Tohon Taku Taguchi
•
Lighting-design : Theaterbrain/
Masao Igarashi
•
Production : Tashibu to Fukushima
•
Stage director : Noriyuki Shirato
•
Photograph : Masaki Komatsu
nkdesign-works-blog.tumblr.com
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EVENTS

Reimagine the world
with Decorex Africa
Decorex Africa announces its
new hybrid format and
physical show dates for 2022

I

t is with great excitement that we
announce the relaunch of a dynamically
reimagined Decorex Africa. On the
forefront of décor, design and lifestyle
trends for almost three decades, Decorex
Africa is poised this year to ignite the
country’s two top performing cities with
fresh vision and purpose.
Using the radical power of curation,
and combining high-value content with
hard-working mechanics, Decorex Africa
is transforming into a hybrid marketplace
and growth accelerator.
Here’s what’s new:
An iconic brand is reimagined. To
evolve the Decorex brand identity in a
manner that pays homage to its legacy,

You are invited
To adapt.

Begin anywhere, anytime, anyhow.
Just begin.

To rethink.

Make change intelligible and purposeful.

To redefine.

Design for now, next and after we're gone.

while leading it into the future, a new
design system had to be created to allow
room for play and evolution, while
envisioning the identity as a sum of its
parts, as opposed to individual elements.
Changing places
This year, for the first time, Decorex
Joburg and 100% Design South Africa
will take place at the Sandton Convention
Centre – the heart of Johannesburg’s
economic hub. This move to a worldclass, technologically advanced and
centrally located venue reflects Decorex
Africa’s vision for the future, and will
ensure unmatched accessibility for design
lovers from across Gauteng – and further
afield. Enhanced virtual spaces. Decorex
Africa’s more than 100 live events have
launched thousands of businesses, and its
online platforms have evolved and grown
alongside these iconic events to ensure it
remains authoritative and relevant. Now,
exciting new developments are on the
cards for Decorex Africa’s virtual spaces.
Says Carol Weaving, RX Africa’s

managing director: “The business
will invest significantly in its virtual
infrastructure, evolving into a truly hybrid
offering encompassing a world-class
online marketplace, editorial platforms
and media services that serve the growth
of the African design and décor industry,
and drive client growth 365 days a year.”
Curated themes
Both highly curated shows, managed
by industry leader RX Africa, will feature
innovations in homeware, architecture
and lifestyle products for the residential,
commercial, hospitality and office sector.
A series of new features with curation
at its core and guided by key insights
will also be launched. Each addresses a
specific need, desire, gap or opportunity,
including Campus, Unorthodox, Shop
Decorex, Future Present, Circular Lab
and Material Futures.
100% Design South Africa
Sitting alongside one another at
the Sandton Convention Centre, yet

remaining distinct in their respective
offerings, 100% Design South Africa
and Decorex Joburg will amplify each
other’s reach and relevance in 2022. This
shift promises to improve ROI ratings
for exhibitors, enhance the visitors’
experience, and also offer opportunities
to network, collaborate, and build new
relationships between designers.
100% Design South Africa is
the country’s largest exhibition of
contemporary design in Africa and
showcases furniture and product design,
as well as art, literature and craft. An
incredibly high calibre of stand design and
aesthetic quality is maintained throughout
the show to create an immersive physical
design event, which is then also extended
to all the digital platforms.
As Africa’s only international design
show, 100% Design South Africa attracts
thousands of buyers from across the

continent, and from as far away as France,
Hong Kong, Italy, the UAE, UK, USA,
New Zealand and Brazil.

forward is phygital, combining digital
and physical iterations, with neither more
important than the other.

Making connections
In 2022, Decorex Africa is launching
Summits in Johannesburg and Cape Town
as platforms for sharing and connections
to serve the local design community.
Hosted over one day in each city, and
running concurrently with the shows,
these Summits will feature a line-up of
African and international designers, who
will be invited to share their perspectives
on the ways in which we can reimagine
the world.
With the world gradually entering
a post-pandemic era, celebrating
imagination is more important than ever.
Trading in world-class products, designs,
brands and ideas, Decorex Africa is proud
to also trade in inspiration. The new way

Manifesto
What does it mean to Reimagine? After
two years of immense and impactful
change for Decorex Africa, it was essential
to place imagination at the core of events
that aim to envision a better future
through design. All of which is outlined
in Decorex Africa’s new manifesto.
And this is just the start. Decorex
Africa will deepen its hybrid approach to
evolve, adapt and transform, and invites
dw
the industry to progress with it.
www.decorex.co.za

The CASEY Occasional Chair in
white by @ curacion_collection

Paradise Lamp by @arrange_studio
Stripe Tablecloth by @generalgoods.store
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REDESIGN

Must-see redesign
of Constitution
Hill’s Old Fort

I

n an exciting initiative led by Clout/
SA and supported by Nando’s, three
rising local designers have creatively
reimagined the Old Fort Meeting
Rooms and Coffee Shop at the historic
Constitution Hill in Braamfontein,
Johannesburg. This recently completed
interior design project introduces
a vibrant local-led aesthetic to the
heritage precinct, thereby enriching its
many-layered past and priming it for
the future.
With a narrative that goes back over a
century since its commission in the last
decade of the 19th century, Constitution
Hill has gone through numerous
iterations. During the Anti-Apartheid
struggle, former president Nelson
Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, Joe Slovo,
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Albertina Sisulu, Winnie MadikizelaMandela, and Fatima Meer all served
time there. As did tens of thousands of
ordinary South Africans…
Today, the former prison and military
fort serves as a living museum and a
venue for exhibitions and other events,
as well as being the home of the country’s
Constitutional Court. With the redesign
of the Old Fort Meeting Rooms and
Coffee Shop - which are now filled with
furniture and lighting from some of the
most innovative young South African
designers - it has also become a window

onto the present as well as the future of
local design.
“The Meeting Rooms present an
opportunity to incorporate the particular
aesthetic of South African design, artistic
culture and visual language into the rich
tapestry of history at Constitutional
Hill. This is also a unique opportunity
to develop and grow emerging interior
designers that have a strong connection to
heritage, and the ability to create sensory
experiences,” says Tracy Lee Lynch,
creative director of Clout/SA and the
Nando’s Design Programme.

With the support of restaurant chain
Nando’s, which funded the initiative
as a gift to Constitutional Hill, Lynch
nominated three interior designers to
pitch proposals for the redesign. Afri
Modern founder Sifiso Shange, Pinda
Furniture and Interior Design founder
Siyanda Mbele, and Renaissance Design
founder, Glorinah Khutso Mabaso (who
invited Omni Design’s Nelson Kubheka
to collaborate with her on the pitch) were
all asked to put forward their concepts for
consideration.
“These selected designers speak a
language of rebirth and transformation.
They have found new ways of expressing
our South African heritage, of making
creative connections and building
community. Storytelling, art and design
are their chosen tools,” Lynch explains.
Beyond being an interior design project,
the challenge turned into a journey of
learning for the designers, each of whom
had to take a deep dive into the history
of Constitution Hill, and therefore, the
history of South Africa.
“It wasn’t just about designing and
putting mood boards together. It was
about how to create a conversation and
tell a South African story,” Mbele states.
“When I started on the research with my
team, we were talking about how little we
knew about our history until we visited
the site… and every time, with each bit
of research, we stumbled onto something
new.”
For Mabaso, the process took on
personal significance: “My dad was
actually an activist. He was the first vicepresident of COSAS… I grew up hearing
these stories from him; and it’s the first
time now that I’ve interacted with a space

that speaks the same language. It became
very real.”
After the pitch process was concluded,
Shange’s design, dubbed ‘Centrality
and Diversity’, was chosen as the
winner. However, all three designers then
collaborated to bring ‘Centrality and
Diversity’ to life in the space.
“The project itself allowed me to realise
so much about the history of our country
and where we are today… and the centre

of everything was the people themselves,”
says Shange.
Visitors to Constitutional Hill can now
visit these dynamic new interior spaces
for themselves, to uncover South Africa’s
past, and to experience its present and
dw
future first-hand.
www.clout-sadesign.co.za
www.constitutionhill.org.za
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CARACCARD
Chamonix-Mont-Blanc, France
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CARACCARD
Chamonix-Mont-Blanc, France

T

he raccard (in Switzerland), is an Alpine building made of
wood, like an independent raised attic built piece by piece,
including a central area, side stackers, and granary.

Caraccard is first and foremost a story of family continuity and
family connections. The client himself is the son of a client of the
architect's father, and he chose the agency to make his alpine dream
come true, based on the strength of that relationship of trust that was
forged during their previous collaboration. The owner knew that the
architect embraced the same values as his father, and that mutual
trust contributed to a fluid and easy connection from the start of the
project. In that context, the architect was able to be creative, and the
owners chose to flow with his inspiration.
The project used an already existing base (which turned out to be a
complex task) to build a chalet that will be occupied for a large part of
the year, thus requiring real planning options. The choice of location
for Caraccard, and its architectural choices, are attributable to several
factors, including, among others, the steep terrain and breathtaking
views. The chalet provides 360° views and exposes living spaces to full
sun, staging the settings and designing each area according to both
the course of the sun and the corresponding view.
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The typical outline of Caraccard comes from its overhangs, its
corbels, its aspect of a solved Rubik's Cube. These options demanded
considerable layout work to ensure the continuity of the cladding on
all of the facades. The cladding was custom-designed by the agency
to reinforce the "box" aspect of the chalet, which is essentially made
of larch.
Having cubes, uneven in their angles, required a particular
consideration to the layout and routing of the networks, aligning
them through 3D rendering.
One of the highlights of the construction of Caraccard was the
delivery and installation of the large bay window, with extraordinary
dimensions, that transformed this phase into a spectacle featuring
special machinery and tools.
For the architect, this was the ideal project, built upon warm
relationships. It was an ambitious achievement, and the perpetuation
of a family association that has continued over several generations. dw
Technical Sheet
Name of the project: Caraccard
Situation: Chamonix-Mont-Blanc France
Architect: Renaud Chevallier
Design team: David Castagna, Thibault Forissier, Sophie Rubin
Project completion date: 2021
Photographers: Laurent Cousin & Solène Renault
www.chevallier-architectes.fr/en/home/
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Venice House
Los Angeles, United States
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Venice House
Los Angeles, United States

T

he Venice House creates a garden sanctuary in the city.
Located on a long, narrow lot in the Venice neighbourhood
of Los Angeles, the house comprises a dramatic series of
folded roof planes and a collage of textured metal and wood exterior
surfaces. The bulk of the house has been placed on the eastern side of
the lot, making a linear garden on the western side. The wood living
pavilion projects into the garden space, with a soaring hyperbolic
paraboloid roof formed by exposed Douglas fir beams. A pool has
been placed directly outside the living area, allowing this prominent
part of the house to be mirrored by water.
The bedroom wing of the house frames the triangular living pavilion,
which projects into the long garden space on the west side of the
property.

Exterior view

Living space
Stair hall

The living area is enclosed by a continuous glass wall, protected
by a 6-ft roof overhang. Oversized 8-ft by 10-ft sliding glass panel
doors open directly to the pool, creating a seamless indoor-outdoor
environment. The living pavilion itself is constructed with wood, both
exterior and interior, establishing a contrast of warm wood to the
cool metal siding that wraps the bedroom wing. The living space roof
is a hyperbolic paraboloid composed of tightly-spaced Douglas Fir
beams. The beams gradually reverse their slope from one end of the
living space to the other end, creating a curving interior line where
the beams frame into the wall of the bedroom wing. The curvature of
the hyperbolic paraboloid is made entirely with straight beams.

Kitchen detail

Main bathroom
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Simplicity rules the choice of interior finishes. White-bleached riftsawn white oak cabinets and floors are combined with calm, white
plaster walls.
The custom FINNE design work can be seen in a delicate custom steel
light fixture hanging over the sculptural quartz kitchen island and
cast-glass breakfast counter. Other FINNE design elements include a
sculptural quartz powder room vanity, the spare steel and wood main
stair, and the dense wood screen wall located outside the secondfloor master bath. The crafted approach continues on the exterior
with a unique handmade Danish brick, creating accent walls at the
front entry and the living room fireplace.
The house was designed to be a sustainable structure from the
start, with 40% higher insulation values than required by code,
efficient natural ventilation, large amounts of natural lighting,
water-conserving plumbing fixtures, LED lighting, locally sourced
materials, and drought-tolerant landscaping. Windows have highperformance Low-E insulated glazing and are equipped with
concealed shades. The house roof has been planned for future
photovoltaic panels and hot-water solar panels.
Deep roof overhangs, built-in shades, and high-operating clerestory
windows are used to reduce heat gain in the summer months. During
the winter, the lower sun angle is able to penetrate into living spaces
and passively warm the floor. Low VOC paints and stains have been
used throughout the house. The high level of craft evident in the
house reflects another key principle of sustainable design: eschew
dw
“throw-away-ism” and make the house last for many years!

Exterior view with pool

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Sheet
•
Venice House
•
Location: Los Angeles, California
•
Client: Confidential
•
Budget: Confidential
Exterior view

•
•
•
•

Main bedroom

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completion: August 2019
Architect: FINNE Architects
Nils Finne, AIA, Design Principal
Chris Hawley & Chris Graesser, Project Managers
Contractor: Bruder Construction
Bell Canyon, CA
Structural Engineers: Parker Resnick, Los Angeles, CA. Bruce
Resnick
Photographer: Tom Bonner
Custom Steel Kitchen Pendant Design: by Nils Finne
Light Fixture Fabrication: by Landbridge Lighting, Seattle
Custom Cast Glass Breakfast Counter: Design by Nils Finne,
Fabrication by Glassworks, Seattle WA
Custom Bath Accessories: VRI Series of twisted steel bath
accessories. Design by Nils Finne. Fabricated by 5-STAR
Industries, Seattle
VG Douglas Fir Lift-slide Doors And Offset-pivot Front by
Quantum Windows and Door. Door Everett, WA
Exterior Clear Cedar Siding and Soffits: furnished by Issaquah
Lumber
Interior VG Fir ceiling paneling Issaquah, WA
Exposed Douglas Fir structural ceiling and Beams in Living
Pavilion area: furnished by Disdero Lumber
Clackamas, OR
Stainless custom kitchen island sink: Metalmasters
Lynnwood, WA
Custom Suspended Mirror at Powder Room: Distinctive Glass,
Lynnwood WA
Tile for all bathrooms: Ann Sacks, Seattle, WA
Custom Wood Cabinets: Taylor Made Furniture
Marquette, MI
Furniture and Art work furnished by clients
www.finne.com
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I29, Dentista
Amsterdam
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Treatment rooms

I29, Dentista

Treatment rooms garden

ceintuurbaan façade

X-Ray Room

Amsterdam

A

new dental clinic in the centre of Amsterdam designed by
i29 combines a soothing green atmosphere with medical
professionalism. Natural wood, abundant greenery and an
open plan layout make visitors feel at ease.
Both the architectural design and brand identity are by i29, to
create a unified and clear tone of voice for this first location of the
Dentista dental chain.
Sharp lines and clean white practically and intuitively refer to
medical professionalism, a central garden and roof lights radiate
natural light trough the whole practice, providing nourishment for
plants and people alike.
While lush greenery separates waiting clients from the busy street
outside, the sharp angled green zone and reception desk separate
the waiting area from the treatment rooms.
In the heart of the treatment area a hidden courtyard garden
provides views on nature, and daylight in the treatment rooms.
As you lie in the dentist chair, a large round roof light offers views
of the sky. Special rooms in the back accommodate state of the art
technology including the X-ray and sterilisation room.
Our design strategy was to bring together a clean fresh medical
environment and a health inducing wellness experience so patients
feel comfortable and at ease.
Dentista aims to be a high-end practice for everybody who is serious
about their health and beauty. With 8 treatment rooms, the practice
is big enough to be fully equipped with the latest technology but still
remain personal. To ensure full commitment and the best quality work
of all dentists and specialists, Dentista is organised as a cooperative to
secure full involvement with the patients and the practice.
dw
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Client: Dentista Amsterdam
Design: i29
Object: Dental practice
Size: 260 m2
Contractor: UMB group
Interior builder: Cornelissen Interieurs
Equipment: Henry Schein
Lighting: Delta light
Glass walls: Plan Effect
Flooring: Duracryll
Plants: Hydrozorg
Furniture: Lensvelt
Photographs: Thomas van Schaik
www.i29.nl

Treatment rooms leading to reception

Waiting room - reception
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Treatment rooms garden

Staffroom

Staffroom
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Wood Pavilion
Zhenjiang, China
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Wood Pavilion
Zhenjiang, China

A

re there any new architectural space prototypes that can be
discussed? This is the starting point of this experimental
project. This space experiment is located near the river in the
tourist area of Jiangxin Island in Zhenjiang, Jiangsu province. In this
project, architects give up the consideration of functional elements
and start to look for keywords that can define spatial elements in the
environment.
After analysing the site, the design focuses on three keywords:
Ergonomics, Proxemics, and Behaviourology. The scale of human
behaviour is one of the concerns of this project. Research on the
behaviour of different people is a very good design resource for
architects. By observing and understanding the behaviour of people,
designers can discover all kinds of possibilities of space.
Proxemics is a concept developed by Columbia University
anthropologist, Edward T Hall, in his book, Hidden Scales. In this
project, architects deepen and extend the concept, applying it to the
category of physical space, discussing how intimate space, private
space, social space, and public space are defined and designed at
different scales.
Long façade

Sitting on the stone floor and meditating, feeling the wind and light

Lying in front of the window and looking out at the landscape
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Midday light illuminates the entrance space

Midday light illuminates the entrance space
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In the morning, space is
awakened by the first light

Speaking of behaviour, from the perspective of architects Yoshiharu
Tsukamoto and Momoyo Kaijima, human, nature, and architecture
are discussed as a whole, because the study of this case does not
involve the category of urban daily life patterns. Therefore, the
Behaviourology of various elements in the natural environment was
studied and explored. Breeze, sunshine, the sound of waves, drizzle,
sweet osmanthus fragrance, affecting feelings, perceptions, touch,
hearing, visual elements, are the materials of our design. Through
keyword research, architects began to create new forms of space in
response to the various design elements surrounding it.

Relationship between light and shadow in interior Space

Human behaviour, such as sitting, squatting, lying down, meditating,
listening, peeping, wandering, overlooking, and even staring, is
a form of space. The act of light, the rising of the sun, the setting
of the sun, the passing of the last light, the coming of the lamp, the
illumination, is a dialogue between space and time. The surrounding
environment, sea breeze brushing, leaves rustling, frogs chirping,
cicadas singing, is the medium of dialogue between people and space.
dw

Relationship between light and shadow in interior space

The wind blew the fallen leaves into space

Floor plan
Visual window, light window, and small seat

Technical sheet
•
Project Name: Wood Pavilion #1 Experiment on space prototype (I)
•
Design Firm: LIN Architects (www.lin.archi) Design Contact
(lin@lin.archi)
•
Project location: Zhenjiang, Jiangsu, China
•
Area: 50 m²
•
Year: 2021, December
•
Land area: 160 m²
•
Lead Architects: Lin Lifeng, Chen Yuwei
•
Teaching research support and Materials Support: RAC Studio
(www.racstudio.cn)
•
Construction guidance: Shanghai Kangle Wood Structure Co.,
LTD
•
Technical Consultants: Shao Yinghong, Hu Hongman, Xie Gong
•
Owner and venue: Aoya Design, Jiangxinzhou Wutao Village
•
Drawings: Chen Yuwei, Chai Zongrui, Li Xueqing, Huo Yan,
Huang Qiyue, etc
•
Design participation and site construction: Chai Zongrui, Li
Xueqing, Huo Yan, Huang Qiyue, Zhong Yaoyao, Ren Yiyang,
Chen Xiaochi, Chen Luyao, Yang Chenxuan, Wang Xuening,
Zhang Zhen, Li Xiaomin, Zhu Xuanyi, Wu Yifan, Lu Zheyuan,
MAO Dangran, Wen Sirui
•
Photographs: Songkai and Lin Lifeng
www.lin.archi
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Shady Pines

T

he transition to old age is Big
Business these days. People
are living longer, and many have
put money aside for their old age.
Companies are capitalising on this,
and creating the Retirement Villages
(no longer Old Age Homes) for this
captive market. Some are modest,
others very grand and well endowed.
By and large, all are well thought
out, and have amazing amenities
like air-conditioned cinemas, gyms,
heated swimming pools, cafes and
restaurants. Some are home to the
University of the Third Age, U3A for
short, where residents can further
their studies for their own edification,
and attend fascinating lectures by
famous people. Many have excellent
libraries, beautiful gardens and some
even boast nine-hole golf courses.
One of the top American retirement
lakeside destinations markets itself as

‘toy friendly’ – you can have as many
cars, bikes, boats as you like. Your
classic car collection will be housed
in perfect conditions, your motor
boats and yachts will be equally well
cared for. A lady I know who is an avid
quilter made a patchwork quilt for her
husband’s Bugatti, right down to the
quilted number plate and front grille.
The brochures show happy, wellgroomed older people, enjoying each
other’s company, high tea parties,
garden walks, bowls tournaments,
wine tasting events. There is an
assurance that you will be medically
cared for in the event of a mishap
(broken hips, strokes, dementia and
worse). Your families can always come
and visit you, and enjoy a meal in the
café, or see you in your own home.
No longer do they have to worry about
their ageing parents, who now live in
a like-mined community, congenial

company, and with everything just a
golf cart ride away.
Obviously, this all comes with a
price, the levies in such perfect
environments are steep. The waiting
lists are long, and sometimes you
have Life Rights to your house or
cottage, so when you die, it reverts to
the company, with no money going to
your nearest and dearest. The names
are not always truthful – Country Life
proudly claims to be within walking
distance of the centre of a boring
town, Riverside Manor is a group of
cottages with no manor in sight, and
close to major prison.
It is sad that there is profit to be made
from our lack of family concern, and
selfish modern way of life.
Gill Butler
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BRIGHT IDEAS

Sandton convention centre,
JohanneSburg, South africa

Archilume’s P1M
Lights Up Watt
Plaza Lobby
Renovation
Los Angeles, United States

E

ven from beyond the doors, the
soft glow of the lighting feature
at Watt Plaza Lobby simply
cannot be missed. The new lobby design
by STUDIOS Architecture called for
a massive decorative light display, and
Canadian lighting studio, Archilume, got
the call. The result is a striking constellation
of 350 (yes, 350!) individually mounted
P1M LED luminaires.
The P1M is Archilume’s marquee
pendant. It set the stage for what is now
the brand’s design ethos - innovating by
combining science with beauty. Since
its founding in 2013, Archilume has
been producing glare-free decorative
luminaires that revolutionize the use of
innovative lighting technologies – one
of the first to use energy-efficient LED
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chip-on-board technology in a luminaire
– and, with the P1M, helped lead the
way with the application of total internal
reflection optics in decorative LED
lighting. Technological lighting advances
aside, the sheer brilliance of the P1M lies
in its ability to be mounted as a solitary
pendant or grouped to form a chandelier.
But it wasn’t until the Watt Plaza Lobby
and STUDIOS Architecture’s need for a
focal lighting feature that the brilliance
behind the P1M’s design could truly
shine.
Lighting design specialists Banks Landl
Lighting Design (previously Hiram Banks
Lighting Design) were brought on board
the project. BLLD designed a template
system for the overall 15’x19’ lighting
cove area in the ceiling with which the
contractor could simply lay out the
individual mounting points and required
wiring. BLLD’s lighting design template
was projected from the floor, using a laser
to mark each of the installation positions.
Each fixture was then mounted on a
different cable length. This was a critical
component to the overall design success
of the installation, as the pattern needed
to be exact and simple enough for the
installation to be efficient, but random
enough for the overall mass to look
unified.
“Given this component is the focal
point of the lobby project, the element
needed to maintain a certain, specific
mass for it to carry the stature it needed to
have an impact. The density and scale of
the installation make this lighting feature
a success.” – Matthew Landl, Banks Landl
Lighting Design.
The P1M is designed to evoke a lit
candle, poetically inverted, creating a
sense of child-like wonder of where the
light might be coming from. Blending
minimalism and contemporary styling,
its simple form hides the light source
emitting pleasant, warm, and elegant

light that instantly enhances the space.
Its design use is limitless, as exhibited by
the Watt Plaza Lobby project. Designers
can create any number of compositions
of glare-free light with its 1.5” diameter
micro canopy making it ideal for largescale chandelier formations.
“We’re thrilled to have worked with
BLLD and STUDIOS Architecture. Not
only did this design project truly tap into
our core design philosophy, but the Watt
Plaza Lobby lighting installation also
showcases the breadth of our product
capabilities. We expect designers to
explore and create limitless site-specific
lighting installations for their projects. It's
like LEGO for light!” - Saleem Khattak,
Archilume
First designed in the 1980s by architect
Gin Wong, the lobby of the Watt Building
is situated between two 23-story towers.
Renovated to 17,000 sq ft, STUDIOS
Architecture has revealed a stunning,
flexible, light-filled space nearly six
times the original size. a collaborative
environment for Watt Plaza tenants and
their guests. Since Watt Plaza was the first
LEED Platinum-certified office high-rise
building in Century City, California, it
was integral to the project to incorporate
integrated features to maintain this status.
Using Archilume’s P1M low wattage,
low output fixtures in a large, focalised
quantity, allowed for the surrounding
connective spaces to have reduced power
consumption, effectively allowing the
design to be compliant under the stringent
CA Title 24 code, and contributing to the
overall LEED goal.
To date, the Watt Plaza Lobby has
been awarded the IIDA SC Calibre
Award, Best Public & Community Space
(2021), and the ENR California Award,
Best Regional Project, Renovation/
dw
Restoration (2021).

Sub-Saharan africa’S muSt-attend
event connecting brandS with key
hoSpitality buyerS
#hotelandhospitalityshow

The hotel & hospitality show is now in its 5th year
providing opportunities to the hospitality and hotel
industries across Africa. The event showcases products,
equipment, services & design, for restaurants, cafes,
bars, hotels, guesthouses and foodservice owners,
managers and operators.

Co-located with:

Be a part of the revitalisation of africa’s hotel and hospitality sector.

Increase
your sales

Promote
your brand

Meet
key buyers

Engage with
industry stakeholders

Position yourself
as a thought leader

Book your stand today

secure your space through sponsorship

Belinda Wewege

Lynne Deacon – Head of Sales

Belindawewege@dmgevents.com

+27 11 783 7250

LynneDeacon@dmgevents.com

+27 21 700 5602

www.archilume.com

www.thehotelshowafrica.com
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